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Abstract Ionospheric currents are driven by several different physical processes and exhibit complex

spatial and temporal structure. Magnetic field measurements of ionospheric sources are often spatially

sparse, causing significant challenges in visualizing current flow at a specific time. Standard methods of

fitting equivalent current models to magnetic observations, such as line currents, spherical harmonic

analysis, spherical cap harmonic analysis, and spherical elementary current systems (SECS), are often unable

to capture the full spatial complexity of the currents or require a large number of parameters which cannot

be fully determined by the available data coverage. These methods rely on a set of generic basis functions

which contain limited information about the geometries of the various ionospheric sources. In this study,

we develop new basis functions for fitting ground and satellite measurements, which are derived from

physics-based ionospheric modeling combined with principal component analysis (PCA). The physics-based

modeling provides realistic current flow patterns for all of the primary ionospheric sources, including their

daily and seasonal variability. The PCA technique extracts the most relevant spatial geometries of the

currents from the model run into a small set of equivalent current modes. We fit these modes to magnetic

measurements of the Swarm satellite mission at low and middle latitudes and compare the resulting model

with independent measurements and with the SECS approach. We find that our PCA method accurately

reproduces features of the equatorial electrojet and Sq current systems with only 10 modes and can predict

ionospheric fields far from the data region.

1. Introduction

Charged particles in the Earth’s ionosphere interact with electromagnetic fields, neutral wind frictional forces,

gravitational forces, and plasma pressure-gradient forces, resulting in global electrical current flow. Each of

the forces acting on the ionospheric plasma, when coupled with the ambient geomagnetic field, produces

electric currents which exhibit complex spatial and temporal structure. For E region altitudes (90–120 km)

at low and middle latitudes, ion-neutral collisions drive much of the plasma motion, while the electrons are

largely coupled to themagnetic field lines. Electric fields are generated to ensure that the total current is diver-

gence free. The neutral wind field itself is driven by solar and lunar atmospheric tides, resulting in complex

spatial structures which in turn modulate the electric fields and currents in the ionosphere. The large-scale

current system at low andmiddle latitudes resulting from this ion-neutral coupling has been long detected as

diurnal variations in groundmeasurements and is named solar quiet (Sq) (see recent review by Yamazaki and

Maute [2016]). At the magnetic equator, due to the horizontal geometry of the magnetic field, the effective

zonal conductivity, called the Cowling conductivity, experiences an enhancement resulting in significantly

increased current flow. This current is called the equatorial electrojet and produces prominent magnetic sig-

natures in both ground and low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellite measurements [Forbes, 1981; Lühr et al., 2004;

Alken and Maus, 2007; Yamazaki and Maute, 2016]. Staying at low and middle latitudes, we find interhemi-

spheric field-aligned currents (IHFAC) which are coupled to both the E and the F regions. These result from

the asymmetry in the neutral wind field and conductivity between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres,

which can cause a small difference in electric potential between the north/south foot points of a field

line, leading to current flow along the field line. Gravitational and pressure-gradient forces acting on iono-

spheric plasma also cause current flow. These currents are strongest in the low-latitude F region, where the
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equatorial ionization anomaly peaks and provides a medium for enhanced current flow [Alken, 2016; Alken

et al., 2016]. Simulation studies have also found that these current systems produce return current flow

through E region altitudes [Richmond and Maute, 2014]. At high latitudes, there is strong coupling between

processes occurring in themagnetosphere and ionosphere. The solar wind, interactingwith the geomagnetic

field, traps energetic charged particles in the magnetosphere and drives strong currents. These currents cou-

ple to the high-latitude ionosphere, where they form two principal current systems, the polar electrojets (PEJ)

in the E region and field-aligned currents (FAC) which extend from the ionospheric E region up to magneto-

spheric altitudes. These two current systems are heavily influenced by solar wind behavior and have a much

more complex temporal structure than thediurnal current systems in the low- andmiddle-latitude ionosphere

[Olsen and Stolle, 2016].

While the many ionospheric current systems described above are coupled on a global scale through the

electromagnetic field, researchers often single out a particular current of interest and develop specialized

methods to study its spatial and temporal structure. For data-driven approaches, this is typically done by col-

lecting magnetic field measurements, isolating the perturbation to the total magnetic field caused by the

current system of interest and fitting amodel of equivalent current flow to the data to attempt to understand

the spatial flow patterns and temporal evolution of the current. For physics-based simulation approaches,

modelers can turn on and off different source terms in the simulation to isolate the effect of a single current

system. In data-driven research, various models have been developed to help understand ionospheric cur-

rent flow. Line current methods have been applied to satellite observations of the equatorial electrojet [Lühr

et al., 2004; Alken et al., 2013, 2014], polar electrojets [Olsen, 1996; VennerstromandMoretto, 2013; Aakjær et al.,

2016], and gravity currents [Alken, 2016]. Line currentmethods impose a priori constraints on the current flow

direction and are mainly useful for interpreting localized measurements, such as the magnetic observations

of a single polar-orbiting satellite or ameridional chain of ground observatories. Since the electrojet flow pat-

terns typically follow lines of constant magnetic latitude, they are well represented by line current geometry.

For current systems with more complex spatial geometries, other methods must be used. Spectral methods,

such as spherical harmonic analysis (SHA) and spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) are widely used to fit

satellite and ground measurements of ionospheric currents. In these methods, magnetic potential functions

are expanded in a basis of spherical harmonics or spherical cap harmonics, with unknown coefficients which

are determined by fitting to data. SHA is suitable when data are available over a large spatial region and has

been used tomodel Sq and EEJ currents [Langel et al., 1993; Sabaka et al., 2004; Pedatella et al., 2011; Yamazaki

et al., 2011; Chulliat et al., 2013, 2016], high-latitude FAC [Olsen, 1997], and midlatitude IHFAC [Olsen, 1997].

SCHA [Haines, 1985] is useful when observations are available in a localized region (i.e., under a spherical cap

of appropriate size) and has been used to study Sq [Haines andTorta, 1994] and high-latitude currents [Weimer

et al., 2010; Weimer, 2013; Waters et al., 2015]. A different approach called spherical elementary current sys-

tems (SECS) was introduced by Amm [1997] and further developed by AmmandViljanen [1999]. They showed

that any 2-D vector field on a sphere, such as current density, can be decomposed as a linear combination

of vector basis functions, called elementary currents. These elementary currents are well suited for a spheri-

cal geometry and have simple closed form expressions for their magnetic perturbations. SECS can be defined

globally or in a localized region, and the amplitudes of the individual elementary systems are determined by

fitting to magnetic data.

Line current models, which naturally impose constraints on current flow directions, typically require a mod-

est number of model parameters but are unable to account for spatially complex flow patterns. The SHA,

SCHA, and SECSmethods are capable of modeling arbitrary spatial complexity in the currents, at the expense

of requiring a large number of model parameters. The data available for fitting these models are often lim-

ited (i.e., a sparse network of ground observatories or a single satellite track). Therefore, there is a need to

devise new methods capable of producing realistic current systems from a sparse set of observations. In this

paper, we propose a method of doing this based on a combination of physics-based ionosphere simula-

tions, principal component analysis (PCA), and magnetic measurements from one or more Swarm satellites.

The physics-based simulations are designed to model as many ionospheric sources as possible, with realistic

day-to-day and seasonal variability. These simulations are then subjected to principal component analysis,

which will identify dominant modes of variability, corresponding to significant current flow patterns for the

modeled ionospheric sources. These principal component modes will then serve as basis functions for fitting

satellite measurements. Since themodes themselves contain the statistically significant current flow patterns

as predicted by the physics-based model, it is expected that few modes will be required to explain a given
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set of observations, drastically reducing the number of free parameters required in the data fitting. Further-

more, each of themodeswill contain spatially complex information, allowing efficient reconstruction of sharp

features as seen in the equatorial and polar electrojets, as well as broader large-scale features as seen in

Sq currents.

Principal component analysis, also knownas empirical orthogonal function analysis, has beenusedpreviously

to study ionospheric and magnetospheric electrodynamics.Matsuo et al. [2002, 2005] used a PCA method to

study high-latitude electric fields based on ion drift measurements from the Dynamics Explorer 2 and DMSP

satellites and the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN). Cousins et al. [2013] further studied princi-

pal component modes of electric fields using SuperDARN data, while Cousins et al. [2015] used PCA to study

spatial patterns of high-latitude electric andmagnetic potential based on SuperDARN and AMPERE data. Sev-

eral studies have developed PCA methods to use external field variations to probe solid Earth conductivity

structure [EgbertandBooker, 1989; Egbert, 1997; SmirnovandEgbert, 2012]. Sunetal. [1998] usedaPCAmethod

to study ionospheric equivalent currents using a ground observatory network. In all of these studies, PCAwas

applied to a spatially distributed set of observations. In this study, for the first time we will apply principal

component analysis to the output of a sophisticated ionosphere electrodynamics physics-based model and

use the resulting spatial modes to fit magnetic observations from the Swarm satellite constellation.

1.1. Swarm Satellite Data

Swarm is a low Earth orbiting (LEO) mission [Friis-Christensen et al., 2006], composed of three satellites named

A, B, and C which were launched in November 2013. Each satellite flies in a near-polar orbit with inclinations

of 87.4∘ for A and C and an inclination of 88∘ for B. Each satellite carries a vector fluxgate magnetometer

(VFM)mounted next to a three-head star camerawhich provides attitude information to transform the vector

measurement into a geographic north-east-center (NEC) frame. Additionally, each satellite carries an absolute

scalar magnetometer (ASM) [Leger et al., 2009] which provides an absolute calibration of the fluxgate instru-

ment. A lower pair of satellites (A and C) fly at about 450 km altitude in a side-by-side constellation separated

by about 1.4∘ longitude at the equator, while B flies higher near 530 km and whose orbital plane slowly drifts

from that of A and C. The constellation of three satellites allows measurements of the large-scale ionospheric

currents in different local time sectors, which we will exploit for fitting our spatial modes derived from the

physics-based modeling.

Swarm C no longer has a functioning ASM after 5 November 2014 due to instrument failure [Fratter et al.,

2016], and so after this date, its VFM is calibrated by mapping the scalar field measurement from Swarm A.

Additionally, on all three Swarm satellites differences between the ASMmeasurement and themodulus of the

VFM were detected shortly after launch [Lesur et al., 2015]. These differences were found to be related to Sun

incidence angles though the root cause of the effect is still unknown. Amodel, called dB_Sun, was developed

to correct for this effect, which is detailed in Tøffner-Clausen et al. [2016]. In this paper, we use Swarm data

from baseline 0408 and 0409 for our analysis, which has been corrected for the dB_Sun effect and includes

the Swarm C VFM data cross calibrated using Swarm A.

1.2. TIEGCM Physics-Based Modeling

In this study we use the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamic General Circulation Model (TIEGCM)

[Roble et al., 1982, 1988; Richmondet al., 1992] to produce time series of globalmaps of ionospheric equivalent

currents. These maps will then serve as the inputs for principal component analysis in order to determine the

dominant modes of spatial variability in the ionosphere. TIEGCM is a 3-D physics-basedmodel of the coupled

thermosphere-ionosphere region from 97 to 600 km altitude. The model simulates the dynamics, electrody-

namics, and chemical interactions within the thermosphere-ionosphere region, as well as its coupling to the

mesospherebelowand themagnetosphere above [Qianetal., 2014]. The ionospheric electrodynamic solver in

TIEGCM simulates all source terms, including the neutral wind dynamo, gravity and plasma pressure-gradient

currents, and high-latitude magnetospheric energy input [Richmond andMaute, 2014].

The simulation approach used in the present study is described by Maute [2017], and the main points are

briefly summarized here. The lower boundary of the TIEGCM (approximately at 97 km) is defined by the

thermosphere-ionosphere-mesosphere electrodynamic GCM simulations described by Häusler et al. [2015],

which include realistic tidal and wave variability as represented by the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for

ResearchandApplications (MERRA) reanalysis data.Monthly climatological background (i.e., zonal anddiurnal

meanvalues) at the lowerboundary is definedbyempiricalmodels [e.g., Jonesetal., 2014;Maute, 2017]. At high
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latitudes the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling is defined by empirical ion convection [Heelis et al., 1982]

and auroral particle precipitation patterns which are parameterized by the Kp index [Emery et al., 2012].

TIEGCM solves for the unknown global electrostatic potential by requiring that the total current is diver-

gence free. Once the electrostatic potential is determined, the full 3-D current can be recovered. In this study,

however, we use a simplified representation of the ionospheric currents, composed of a 2-D horizontal cur-

rent sheet at 110 km altitude, connected with FAC above, as described by Richmond and Maute [2014]. This

approach is well suited to study the structures of currents whose horizontal extent is much greater than ver-

tical, such as Sq, equatorial and polar electrojet zonal currents, and gravity currents. To characterize currents

which exhibit poloidal flow, such as pressure-gradient currents, high-latitude FAC, and equatorial electrojet

meridional currents, we would need to use the full 3-D TIEGCM current. In this paper, we will restrict our anal-

ysis to toroidal current systems at low andmiddle latitudes, primarily Sq and EEJ, and postpone analysis of the

poloidal and high-latitude current systems to a future study.

1.3. Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis is useful for quantifying the relationship between a set of interrelated variables.

Consider a set ofN sensorsmeasuring some physical phenomenon. Unless the physical system under study is

extremely simple, or the experimenters have a priori knowledge of where to best locate the sensors, it is likely

that the sensor placement is not optimal. In the resulting data set, this would cause intercorrelations between

datameasured by different sensors, indicating that some of the data are redundant and not useful for adding

understanding to the physics of the system. Thepurpose of principal component analysis is to find linear com-

binations of the datameasured by theN sensors which (1) are uncorrelated with each other and (2) maximize

the variance explained in the data. In practice, this is accomplished by constructing the covariance matrix of

all the sensor data and diagonalizing it. The covariance matrix contains all the linear dependencies between

each pair of sensors, and the diagonalization process finds a basis of eigenvectors which are linear combina-

tions of the original sensor inputs that satisfy the two criteria above. Since the covariancematrix is diagonal in

this new basis, the eigenvectors are by definition uncorrelated with each other. Furthermore, the eigenvalues

which form the diagonal entries of the covariancematrix represent exactly the amount of variance explained

by each eigenvector. Therefore, the eigenvectors are typically sorted from largest to smallest eigenvalue and

called principal components (PC). The PC corresponding to the largest eigenvalue will explain the most vari-

ance in thedata and soon, down to the smallest eigenvalue. ThePCs corresponding to the smaller eigenvalues

will add little new understanding of the data and represent the “redundant information” discussed above.

They can usually be safely discarded from the analysis. PCA is thus used to reduce the dimensionality of the

original data set and find an optimal basis for analyzing the particular system under study.

In this work, we are interested in analyzing ionospheric current systems as measured by satellite magnetic

measurements during a single orbit. But due to the sparse availability of the satellite data during one orbit,

and the large spatial complexity of the ionospheric currents,wewish to construct a small set of basis functions,

which capture the primary ionospheric flow patterns, that we can fit to the satellite data. In this application,

the “sensors” discussed above represent sampling of ionospheric current simulations provided by TIEGCM.

As described by Richmond and Maute [2014], the 3-D current within and above the ionosphere is first rep-

resented as a 2-D current sheet at 110 km connected with FAC above. The magnetic perturbations of this

sheet-current-plus-FAC are then calculated and used to determine an equivalent toroidal current sheet at

110 km that would produce the samemagnetic perturbations at the ground, though not at LEO satellite alti-

tude. In addition to this equivalent current, there is a divergent horizontal current at 110 km plus the FAC,

which together produce nomagnetic perturbation on the ground, though they do producemagnetic effects

at LEO. For the present study we use only the toroidal equivalent current, which contains the main effects

of the electrojets and of Sq currents, to calculate magnetic perturbations above 110 km, recognizing that

satellite magnetometers would also register effects we neglect associated with the FAC and with poloidal

pressure-gradient ionospheric currents. In the future, our method could be extended to include magnetic

effects of the FAC and other poloidal currents.

Once we have time series of the 2-D equivalent current sheet on a spherical shell in the E region, we can pro-

ceed in several ways. We could define each grid point as a sensor which measures a time series of simulated

data at one location and form a covariancematrix of the time seriesmeasured by all grid points. However, due

to the sharp spatial resolution of the electrojets, we use grids with a spacing of 2∘ in latitude and 5∘ in longi-

tude, for a total of 6643 grid points. Additionally, there are two components of the horizontal current at each

grid point, making a total of 13286 sensors. In order to reduce the number of sensors, we can recognize that
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equivalent current flowing on a spherical shell can be more compactly represented by a spherical harmonic

expansion of a single scalar function. In order to represent the sharp spatial features of the electrojets, we

found that an expansion to spherical harmonic degree 60 and order 30 is sufficient to fully capture the iono-

spheric spatial variations. Now we can define our sensors as the spherical harmonic coefficients themselves,

leading to a total of 2790 sensors. In this way we preserve nearly all the information of the equivalent current

flow at each time step but only need to diagonalize a 2790 × 2790 covariance matrix. The eigenvectors, or

PC modes, of the covariance matrix will represent linear combinations of the spherical harmonic coefficients

which best capture the variability of the ionospheric equivalent currents. These modes can then be used to

construct a set of equivalent current maps which can be fitted to the magnetic measurements of the Swarm

data. Due to the redundant information present in the spherical harmonic representation, we will require far

fewer than 2790 modes for the data fitting.

1.4. Spherical Elementary Current Systems

The Helmholtz theorem of vector calculus states that a sufficiently smooth vector field in three dimensions

can be decomposed as the sum of a curl-free vector field and a divergence-free vector field. The spherical ele-

mentary current system (SECS) approach takes this one step further to decompose each of these two vector

fields into sums of curl-free and divergence-free “elementary” vector fields in a spherical coordinate system.

These elementary vector fields, also called current systems, form a complete basis to decompose an arbitrary

vector field, such as ionospheric current density. The SECS approach has been widely applied to constructing

ionospheric equivalent current at high latitudes [Amm and Viljanen, 1999; Pulkkinen et al., 2003; Vanhamäki

et al., 2003; Juusola et al., 2006]. Furthermore, the SECS decomposition can be applied also to the electric field,

which allows a technique of recovering both ionospheric current and conductance from combinedmagnetic

and electric field measurements [Amm et al., 2015; Juusola et al., 2016]. The SECS method has found only lim-

ited application to current systems at low and middle latitudes [Deguchi et al., 2013], which are the subject

of this study. We could have chosen a spherical harmonic method to compare with our new PCA approach,

but we chose SECS for a few reasons. First, it is easily implemented as a local method, suitable for fitting data

from two or three Swarm satellite tracks. Second, there exists a 1-D variant which is designed for fitting single

satellite data by assuming vanishing longitudinal gradients. The SECS method also has a few other attractive

properties which are discussed further in section 2.2.

2. Methodology
2.1. TIEGCM and PCA

We performed a simulation of TIEGCM from 10 January to 31 December 2009, a total of 355 days. This time

period corresponds to low geomagnetic activity and solar flux levels (average F10.7 = 70.6 solar flux units). For

each time step, we computed an equivalent current function as described by Richmond and Maute [2014],

projected onto a spherical shell at 110 km altitude, representing the equivalent toroidal current flow in the E

region. In general, a toroidal current density field J(r, t) can be represented at a location r and time t as

�0J(r, t) = r × ∇Q(r, t) (1)

for some scalar function Q(r, t), where �0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. Q(r, t) can be expanded

in a basis of spherical harmonics as

Q(r, t) =
1

R

∑
nm

Qnm(r, t)Ynm(�, �) (2)

where n is summed from 1 to N, m is summed from −min (n,M) to +min (n,M), r is radial distance, � is

geocentric colatitude, and � is longitude, and

Ynm(�, �) =

{
Snm(cos �) cos (m�) m ≥ 0

Sn|m|(cos �) sin (|m|�) m < 0
(3)

Here Snm(cos �) are the Schmidt-normalized associated Legendre functions and R = 6371.2 km is a reference

radius used so thatQnm(r, t)will have units ofmagnetic field.We chooseN = 60 andM = 30which is adequate

to capture the sharp features of the electrojets. If we restrict current flow to a spherical shell at radius r = b,

then wemay use the Dirac delta function to define a new set of coefficients qnm(t)which describe the current

flow on the shell, independent of radius:

Qnm(r, t) = qnm(t)b�(r − b). (4)
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Figure 1. (a–c) Snapshot surface maps of ionospheric field magnetic perturbations produced from TIEGCM model on 25

April 2009 12:00:00 UTC. Bx , By , and Bz components are plotted in NEC frame. (d) Current stream function � , representing

equivalent current flow on a spherical shell at 110 km altitude which corresponds to the magnetic perturbations shown.

Defining a toroidal sheet current density K(�, �, t) flowing on a shell r = b through the relation J(r, t) =

�(r − b)K(�, �, t), we find

K(�, �, t) = ∇ ×
[
r̂�(�, �, t)

]
, (5)

where r̂ is the radial unit vector and the current stream function � is given by

�(�, �, t) = −
b

�0

b

R

∑
nm

qnm(t)Ynm(�, �). (6)

Here the current density J(r, t) has units of A/m2, while the vector field K(�, �, t) represents height-integrated

current and has units of A/m. The stream function � has units of ampere. The radius of the equivalent current

shell is set to b = R + 110 km. The current stream function �(�, �, t) is computed at each time step from

the equivalent current K(�, �, t) output by TIEGCM using a spherical harmonic decomposition as described

in Richmond and Maute [2014]. The maximum spherical harmonic degree N = 60 and order M = 30 results

in a total of 2790 coefficients qnm(t). All equivalent current maps in this paper will show the function � and

its contours. Current flow will follow the contours of � , counterclockwise around a maximum and clockwise

around a minimum. With the qnm(t) determined from the TIEGCM maps, the corresponding magnetic field

can be calculated for r> b above the current shell (i.e., at satellite altitude) as

⎛⎜⎜⎝

Br
B�
B�

⎞⎟⎟⎠
(r, t) = −

b

R

∑
nm

n

2n + 1
qnm(t)

(
b

r

)n+2 ⎛⎜⎜⎝

(n + 1)Ynm(�, �)

−��Ynm(�, �)

−
1

sin �
��Ynm(�, �)

⎞⎟⎟⎠
. (7)

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the TIEGCM output for 12 UT on 25 April 2009. Figures 1a–1c depict the NEC

frame X (northward,−B�), Y (eastward, B�), and Z (center,−Br) components of the ionospheric magnetic field

at the Earth’s surface, while Figure 1d shows the current stream function � and equivalent current flow at

110 km altitude.

Figure 2 shows time series for the first few qnm(t) during February 2009. We see clearly the diurnal variations

in each time series. The spikes occurring on the 4th, 14th, and 23rd of the month are likely due to increased
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Figure 2. Time series for q10(t) (red), q11(t) (green), and q20(t) (blue) for month of February 2009.

geomagnetic activity, when the Kp index reached 4−, 4+, and 3o, respectively. Also, we can see an anticor-

relation between q10(t) and q20(t). In fact, significant statistical correlations exist between many pairs of the

spherical harmonic time series. This indicates that by parameterizing the ionospheric currents with spheri-

cal harmonics, we necessarily must accept that there exists redundant information among the 2790 spherical

harmonic parameters. This is largely due to the fact that the ionospheric current structure is heavily aligned

with the geomagnetic field, while the spherical harmonics contain no information about the geomagnetic

geometry. Therefore, we must use a large number of spherical harmonic parameters to capture this com-

plex geometry. This is not necessarily problematic for analyzing TIEGCM model runs, which produce global

maps of the ionospheric currents, but if we wish to understand the ionospheric current signatures present

in a sparse data set of satellite and/or ground observations, the large number of parameters required for a

spherical harmonic decomposition becomes prohibitively difficult.

Our goal is to find amethodof parameterizing the ionospheric currents in awaywhichwill reduce the number

of free parameterswhile at the same time captures asmuchof the spatial geometry as possible. One approach

would be to switch from spherical harmonics to harmonics in quasi-dipole (QD) coordinates [Richmond, 1995]

which by their definition are aligned with the geomagnetic main field geometry. This approach has been

used extensively, for example, in the ComprehensiveModel [Sabaka et al., 2004, 2013] and the Swarm Level-2

ionospheric field product [Chulliat et al., 2013, 2016]. However, quasi-dipole harmonics are defined only with

respect to ageomagneticmainfieldmodel and still requiremanycoefficients inorder to represent ionospheric

field geometries, which aremuchmore complex than themain field. For example, the Dedicated Ionospheric

Field Inversion Swarm Level-2 product [Chulliat et al., 2013, 2016], which aims only to model the ionospheric

midlatitude Sq system and its induced counterpart, uses a QD harmonic expansion to degree 45 and order 5,

for a total of 475 parameters [Chulliat et al., 2013].

We believe that the number of required parameters can be lowered significantly by using a specialized basis

which accounts for the geometry of each ionospheric source. To construct such a basis, we will apply princi-

pal component analysis (PCA) to the spherical harmonic time series derived above from the TIEGCM model

runs. The main idea is instead of using spherical harmonics, which contain statistical correlations among the

different parameters as discussed previously, we wish to find linear combinations of the spherical harmonic

parameters which will be statistically independent. These linear combinations will be called modes and will

arise as the eigenvectors of the covariancematrix of all the spherical harmonic time series. Since the low- and

middle-latitude ionospheric currents are heavily aligned with day/night differences, we divide the TIEGCM

maps into 1 h universal time (UT) bins and analyze each UT bin separately to avoid mixing day and nighttime

current effects at the same longitude in our resulting PC maps. Such a separation may not be necessary for

studying the strong daytime E region currents butwould likely be needed tomodel theweaker nighttime and

F region currents. First, we center each qnm(t) time series by subtracting its mean value over the full model

time span. This is a standard step when calculating covariances between different time series. Then, for each

integer UT hour h ∈ [0, 23], we collect all centered qnm(t) values corresponding to that UT hour:

	(h)
nm
(t) =

{
qnm(t) − qnm ∶ t corresponds to hUT

}
, (8)
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Figure 3. (top) Eigenvalue spectrum of covariance matrix for 12 UT bin,

normalized by the largest eigenvalue. (bottom) Cumulative variance

explained by eigenvectors also for 12 UT, plotted versus eigenvalue

number for first 30 eigenvalues.

where qnm is the mean value of qnm(t).

Since we are using a 355 day TIEGCM

run with 1 h time steps, on each day

we will obtain a value of 	
(h)
nm for each

h ∈ [0, 23]. Therefore, each time series

	
(h)
nm(t) will contain Nt = 355 samples,

or one sample per day for the full time

span, where the sample for each day

corresponds to h UT. Next, for each UT

bin, we define a 2790-by-Nt matrix X(h),

whose rows are the binned, centered

time series indexed by n,m, and whose

columns represent the Nt samples for

each day during the year. The matrices

X(h) are defined by

X(h) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

	
(h)

1,−1

	
(h)

1,0

	
(h)

1,1

⋮

	
(h)

60,−30

⋮

	
(h)

60,30

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (9)

where 	
(h)
nm is a row vector consisting of

the 355 samples 	
(h)
nm(t). The covariance

matrix for UT hour h is then given by

C(h) =
1

Nt

X(h)X(h)T . (10)

By constructing this outer product, we are simply taking each pair of centered time series, multiplying point-

wise and summing, which is the definition of covariance. The factor of 1∕Nt in front acts as a weighting term,

assigning equal weight to each part of the time series. In principle, we could adjust this term in order to

upweight or downweight different time periods of the TIEGCMmodel run.

Thenext step after constructing the covariancematrixC(h) is todiagonalize it. Because the spherical harmonic

representation of the ionospheric currents is not optimal (i.e., there are statistical correlations among the dif-

ferent parameters), the matrix C(h) will be dense. By diagonalizing C(h), we are constructing a new basis of

eigenvectors, or modes, which are statistically independent from each other. Furthermore, the eigenvalues

which are the diagonal elements of the new covariance matrix, represent the variance in the TIEGCM output

explainedby each eigenvector. The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvaluewill explain themost

variance, followed by the second and so on. Figure 3 (top) shows the eigenvalue spectrumof C(h), normalized

by the largest eigenvalue, for h = 12UT. We see that the eigenvalues span roughly 10 orders of magnitude. In

practice, the modes corresponding to a few of the largest eigenvalues are all that are needed to explain most

of the variance in the ionospheric current output of TIEGCM. The modes corresponding to the tiny eigenval-

ues contribute almost no relevant information to our understanding of the ionospheric geometry. This can

be further seen in Figure 3 (bottom), which shows the cumulative variance curve of the eigenvalues, also for

12 UT. Denoting the eigenvalues by 
i and ordering them from largest to smallest, the cumulative variance of

eigenvalue i is defined as

�2
i
=

∑i

j=1

j

∑P

j=1

j

, (11)

where P = 2790 is the total number of eigenvalues of C(h). From the cumulative variance curve, we com-

pute that it takes 22 eigenmodes to explain more than 99% of the variance of the TIEGCMmodel run for the

12 UT bin. This is a drastic reduction from the original 2790 spherical harmonic basis functions, but in practice

when fitting satellite data, we do not even need to use that manymodes. We have found that we can achieve

meaningful fits with only about 10 modes. This will be discussed further in section 3.
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Figure 4. Eigenmodes of TIEGCM-derived covariance matrix for 12 UT visualized as equivalent current maps at 110 km

altitude. Modes 1, 2, 3, 5, 15, and 20 are shown.

Figure 4 plots a fewof the eigenmodes for 12UT as equivalent current sheets at 110 kmaltitude in the E region

ionosphere. The modes are plotted using their equivalent current stream functions, defined for mode p as

�p(h, �, �) = −
b

�0

b

R

∑
nm

	̂(h)
nm
(p)Ynm(�, �), (12)

where 	̂
(h)
nm(p) represents the elements of the pth eigenvector of the covariance matrix C(h). Similarly to

equation (7), the magnetic field for the pth principal component for r> b is

Bp(h, r) = −
b

R

∑
nm

n

2n + 1
	̂(h)
nm
(p)

(
b

r

)n+2 ⎛⎜⎜⎝

(n + 1)Ynm(�, �)

−��Ynm(�, �)

−
1

sin �
��Ynm(�, �)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
, (13)

where as before components are ordered in the r, �, � basis.

Figure 4 plots contours of the current stream functions �p(h, �, �) for p = 1, 2, 3, 5, 15, 20 and h = 12 UT. We

can see that eachmode exhibits the geometry of themagnetic equator at low latitudes, giving us an efficient

meansof reconstructing theequatorial electrojet and Sq current systems. Thehigh-latitudepatterns represent

geometries of the polar electrojets, although wewill focus on the low andmiddle latitudes for fitting satellite

data in this study. We also see that the longitudinal spatial patterns exhibit increasingly complex structure

for higher modes. Figure 5 plots contours of �p(h, �, �) for the same modes but with h = 15 UT. At 15 UT,
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Figure 5. Eigenmodes of TIEGCM-derived covariance matrix for 15 UT visualized as equivalent current maps at 110 km

altitude. Modes 1, 2, 3, 5, 15, and 20 are shown.

the Sq and EEJ current systems are centered in the SouthAmerican sectorwhere themagnetic equator diverts

southward. We see this geometry clearly in the equivalent current maps, which will help greatly when fitting

satellite data in that longitude sector.

When fitting satellite data, we will model the satellite measurements as

B(ri, ti) =

P∑
p=1

�pBp(hi, ri), (14)

where ri and ti are the position and time of the satellite measurement, respectively, hi is the UT hour corre-

sponding to the measurement time ti , P is the number of principal components used in the model, �p is the

coefficient for the pth principal component, and B(ri, ti) is the ionospheric field perturbation as measured

by the satellite. We will discuss the preprocessing method used to isolate the ionospheric field contribution

B(ri, ti) from the total field measurement in section 3. For now we may assume that we have T total vector

measurements (from either a single or multiple satellites) and form a vector of observations yobs of length 3T .

Next, we form a 3T-by-Pmatrix H relating the model coefficients �p to the observations by

H(3i ∶ 3i + 2, j) = Bj(hi; ri), (15)

where the above notation indicates that the three rows of H indexed by 3i, 3i+ 1, 3i+ 2 contain themagnetic

field vector on the right-hand side for each of the modes j = 1,… , P. Then we will have

yobs ≈ H�. (16)
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This equation could be solved for the unknownmodel coefficients� using typical least squaresmethodswith

regularization. However, sincewehave an estimate of the fullmodel covariance, it is natural to use themethod

of optimal interpolation, which, in principle, can provide the best linear unbiased estimate of the magnetic

fields. Optimal interpolation (OI), which has been used previously to study ionospheric dynamics [Richmond

and Kamide, 1988;Matsuo et al., 2005; Cousins et al., 2013, 2015], combines the data andmodel covariances to

obtain a solution for � by solving the following optimization problem:

min
�

(yobs − H�)TR−1(yobs − H�) + �
T C̃−1

�. (17)

Here R is the observational error covariance matrix, C̃ is the (diagonal) model error covariance matrix (i.e.,

C(h) expressed in the basis of eigenmodes for a given UT h), and the other parameters are defined above.

Some authors first remove a background model from the observations prior to solving the above minimiza-

tion problem, in which case the model parameters � will represent deviations from the average background.

We could, in principle, do this, as there does exist a climatological ionospheric Sqmodel as a Swarm Level-2

product [Chulliat et al., 2013, 2016]; however, for this study we will directly fit the PC modes to the full iono-

spheric field observations. The observational error covariancematrix R is difficult to quantify, as this is related

to both the errors in the satellite fluxgate magnetometers making the measurements, as well as “representa-

tiveness error,” which is the error introducedwhen trying to fit a finite number of PCmodes to the data, which

may not be capable of representing the true field, especially since our PC modes do not model poloidal cur-

rent sources flowing at satellite altitude. Although these errors of representation are expected tobe correlated

among nearby measurement points, we have little information about the structure of these, or for that mat-

ter, other data errors. We thus make the assumption that data errors are uncorrelated with constant variance

and express the covariance matrix simply as R = �2I for some unspecified variance �2 . A judicious choice of

�2 can help offset the influence of these poorly characterized correlations on the OI fit. With this substitution,

the problem is now to solve

min
�

1

�2
||||yobs − H�||||2 + |||

|||C̃
−

1

2 �
|||
|||
2

. (18)

This is equivalent to the minimization problem

min
�

||||yobs − H�||||2 + �2 |||
|||C̃

−
1

2 �
|||
|||
2

, (19)

which is now expressed as a Tikhonov regularization problem [Hansen, 1998]. From this expression we see

that �2 acts as a regularization parameter which determines a trade-off betweenminimizing the norm of the

residuals ||yobs−H�|| and the normof the solution term ||C̃−1∕2
�||. The solution of thisminimization problem

can be found by solving the least squares system:

(
H

�C̃−
1

2

)
� =

(
yobs
0

)
. (20)

In theory the parameter � should come from somedeeper knowledge about the observational error ormodel

omission error. However, since we do not have a full understanding of the observational error covariance, in

this studywewill choose� to obtain a reasonable trade-offbetweenminimizing the residuals and the solution

norm. In practice, we find that choosing � as the value corresponding to the corner of the L-curve [Hansen

and O’Leary, 1993] achieves this goal.

2.2. The 2-D SECS

Byapplying theHelmholtz theorem,Amm [1997] showed that the ionospheric current density canbeuniquely

decomposed into a superposition of divergence-free and curl-free elementary systems, defined as

J2-D,df (r
′, �′, �′) =

I2-D,df

4�b
�(r′ − b) cot

(
�′

2

)
ê�′ (21)

J2-D,cf (r
′, �′, �′) =

I2-D,cf

4�b
�(r′ − b) cot

(
�′

2

)
ê�′ . (22)

Here the coordinates (�′, �′) define a pole location about which the elementary system is axially symmetric

[see Ammand Viljanen, 1999, Figure 1]. The parameter b defines the radius of the shell on which the currents

flow, in this paper taken to be b = R + 110 km. The unit vectors, ê�′ , ê�′ are the standard basis vectors of a
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spherical coordinate system which has its North Pole at location (�′, �′). Finally, I2-D,df and I2-D,cf are scaling

factors representing the strength of each elementary system, to be determined by fittingmagnetic measure-

ments. Expressions for the magnetic field due to the elementary current systems are omitted here, but the

divergence-free 2-D SECS field equationsmaybe found inAmmandViljanen [1999], and the curl-free 2-D SECS

field equations can be calculated using Ampere’s law as in Juusola et al. [2006].

The 2-D SECS method has a number of attractive properties for fitting magnetic perturbations originating in

the ionosphere observed by satellites and ground observatories. First, the expressions for the currents and

magnetic fields are naturally expressed in spherical coordinates and so they automatically account for the

Earth’s spherical geometry. Second, because they form a complete set for 2-D vector fields on the sphere, no

a priori assumptions are required regarding the direction of current flow. These two properties make SECS

an attractive alternative to line current methods. Third, SECS is a local method, so if data are only available

from a localized region, even if irregularly shaped, the method can be applied by defining SECS poles cov-

ering the data region. Fourth, due to the relatively simple expressions for the SECS magnetic fields, they are

straightforward to implement in a least squares analysis using satellite or ground observations.

One of the main difficulties in using 2-D SECS to interpret ionospheric current systems is that it is often nec-

essary to allow for a large number of elementary systems to adequately cover the data region and represent

the spatially complex current flow patterns. This typically leads to a highly ill posed least squares problem,

requiring heavy regularization to prevent large and nonphysical current flow solutions. Therefore, the result-

ing model may explain the observations well but can deteriorate rapidly in accuracy as we move away from

the data region.

In order to fit the 2-D SECS model to the satellite measurements, we again form a Tikhonov regularization

problem by solving

min
x

||||yobs − Ax||||2 + 
2 ||x||2. (23)

Here x is a vector of the divergence-free amplitudes I2-D,df , A is the matrix relating the 2-D SECS parameters to

the magnetic field data, and 
 is a damping parameter. In this study we will not fit the curl-free 2-D SECS to

the Swarm data, as we are primarily interested in toroidal flow in the low- andmiddle-latitude E region. Since

we do not have knowledge of themodel error covariancematrix in this case, we simplyminimize the solution

norm ||x|| to prevent nonphysically large 2-D SECS amplitudes in the solution. The damping parameter 
 is

again chosen using L-curve analysis.

2.3. The 1-D SECS

A one-dimensional variant of the SECS method was developed by Vanhamäki et al. [2003] by assuming van-

ishing longitudinal gradients of the currents. This results in a new set of basis functions which depend only

on latitude, suitable for fitting data from a north-south chain of ground observatories [Vanhamäki et al., 2003]

or a single polar orbiting magnetic satellite mission such as CHAMP [Juusola et al., 2006]. The 1-D elementary

current systems are given by

J1-D,df (�, �0) =
I1-D,df

2b
ê�

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

− tan
(

�

2

)
, � < �0

cot
(

�

2

)
, � > �0

(24)

J1-D,cf (�, �0) =
I1-D,cf

2b
ê�

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

− tan
(

�

2

)
, � < �0

cot
(

�

2

)
, � > �0

(25)

J1-D,∥(r, �, �0) = êr

{
I1-D,cf

r2

(
1

2
−

�(�−�0)

sin �0

)
, r ≥ b

0, r < b
, (26)

where �0 is the colatitude defining the pole of the 1-D elementary system. The divergence-free 1-D SECS flow

zonally and change their flowdirection at thepole colatitude �0 [see Juusolaetal., 2006, Figure 2]. The curl-free

1-D SECS flow meridionally either toward or away from the pole colatitude �0, while the FAC 1-D SECS allow

for a vertical sheet current at the colatitude �0. Expressions for the magnetic field vector are again omitted

but may be found in Vanhamäki et al. [2003] and Juusola et al. [2006]. Due to the assumption of vanishing
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longitude gradients, the 1-D SECS are suitable for analyzing electrojet-type currents and have been used to

study the polar electrojets [Vanhamäki et al., 2003].

In this paper, we will apply the 1-D SECS method to analyze low-latitude daytime measurements from sin-

gle Swarm satellites, which include prominent signatures of the equatorial electrojet. The resulting east-west

current flow profiles will be compared with single satellite PCA fits in section 3.

Similarly to the 2-D SECS case, to fit the 1-D SECS, we solve the regularized least squares problem:

min
x

||||yobs − Ax||||2 + 
2 ||Lx||2. (27)

Here x is a vector of the 1-D SECS amplitudes I1-D,df and I1-D,cf , A is the matrix relating these amplitudes to

the magnetic field observations, and L is a regularization matrix, chosen as the second-order finite difference

operator:

L =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 −2 1

⋱ ⋱ ⋱

1 −2 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
. (28)

Since the 1-D SECS elementary currents are aligned along a meridian, this regularization helps to gener-

ate a smooth transition from one elementary current system to its neighbor, preventing large nonphysical

oscillations in the amplitudes between neighboring systems. We choose 
 as the corner of the L-curve for

each fit.

3. Results

Here we present results from applying the SECS and PCA methods to recover equivalent current flow from

Swarm data, using both single satellite and multisatellite fits. In all cases, the Swarm data were preprocessed

using the following steps. First, the data were separated into half orbital tracks, covering the North to South

Pole. Only vector measurements with at least two operational star cameras were used in order to obtain an

accurate measurement in the north-east-center (NEC) frame, a condition which was satisfied about 99.6% of

the time for each satellite. Next, we computed along-track root-mean-square (RMS) differences with a main

fieldmodel [Alken et al., 2015] in each vector component in order to detect and discard trackswith abnormally

large values which could be due to miscalibrations during satellite maneuvers, instrument noise, or possi-

ble large disturbances from magnetospheric currents. About 5% of tracks for each satellite were discarded

due to this procedure. Finally, we restrict our analysis to geomagnetically quiet periods and only keep tracks

with a Kp value less than 2o, a condition which was satisfied about 57% of the time. We will extend our PCA

methodology to more active times, including geomagnetic storm events, in a future study.

Sincewe are focusing only on ionospheric currents in this study, next we removed core, crustal, andmagneto-

spheric fieldmodels from the Swarmdata. The core fieldmodel was built using themethodology described in

Alken et al. [2015]. For the crustal fieldwe usedMF7 [Maus et al., 2008] and for themagnetospheric fieldmodel

we used POMME [Maus and Lühr, 2005; Lühr and Maus, 2010]. The POMME external field model is parame-

terized by the Dst index, which is known to contain baseline jumps and does not always accurately reflect

the strength of the magnetospheric ring current [Lühr et al., 2016]. Therefore, we also fit an external degree

1 spherical harmonic model, aligned with the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis to each track, to help remove any

residual ring current field. In this studywe focus only on low- andmiddle-latitude ionospheric current systems,

and so when applying the SECS and PCAmodels, we fit only data below 40∘ quasi-dipole latitude.

3.1. Single Satellite

We applied the 1-D SECS and PCAmodels to fit low- andmiddle-latitudemeasurements from each individual

Swarm satellite. For the 1-D SECS approach, we defined poles spanning 60∘S to 60∘N with a spacing of 0.5∘

geocentric latitude. This latitude range is sufficient to cover the 40∘S to 40∘N QD latitude range used for the

data fitting at all longitudes, leaving additional room to avoid edge effects. This resulted in a total of 241 pole

locations for each satellite track. We used only divergence-free 1-D SECS in the analysis, and so there were a

total of 241 parameters in the 1-D SECSmodel. For the PCA approach, we found that 10modeswere adequate

to obtain a good fit to the data, and so we had a total of 10 parameters for the PCA model.

An example profile from Swarm A along with the 1-D SECS and PCA fits is shown in Figure 6. This profile was

measured on 1 January 2015 when the satellite was in a local time of 14:24. At this time of day we expect a
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Figure 6. Single track profile recorded by Swarm A around 05 UT on 1 January 2015 (14:24 local time). (a)–(c) Magnetic

vector measurements are shown in red for Bx , By , and Bz components. Modeled magnetic field components are shown

in green for PCA method and blue for 1-D SECS method. Note that the 1-D SECS model does not give a prediction for By
since we use only divergence-free elementary systems. (d) The equivalent zonal current in green for the PCA fit and blue

for the 1-D SECS fit. Positive (negative) current corresponds to eastward (westward) flow.

prominent Sq and equatorial electrojet current system, and indeed, we see the characteristic EEJ peak at low

latitudes in the Bx component and a sign change in the Bz component. In Figures 6a–6c, the red curves show

the Swarmvectormagnetic fieldmeasurements, thegreen curves show the resulting fit from thePCAmethod,

and the blue curves show the fit from the 1-D SECS method. In both cases we find a good fit to the data, in

particular, in the EEJ region in the Bx and Bz components. For the By component, the 1-D SECS approach does

not provide a prediction, since we are fitting only divergence-free elementary systems, which do not affect

the By component. For the PCAmethod, we find that themagnetic component fits follow the general trend of

the data but do not model the small-scale features. This is particularly true for the By component. At low and

midlatitudes, the observed By component is affected primarily from F region interhemispheric field-aligned

currents, gravity and pressure gradient current, and vertical andmeridional current flow from the EEJ system.

These currents are all flowing at satellite altitude, but our PCAapproach is onlymodeling toroidal currents on a

shell at 110 kmaltitude, and so is unable to fit these poloidal current systems. The east-west component of the

fitted equivalent current is plotted in blue in Figure 6d. For bothmethodswe find a strongpeak at the equator,
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Figure 7. Comparison of SAM-MBO ΔH observations with eastward current on the magnetic equator, recovered from

single satellite (left) 1-D SECS approach and (right) PCA approach.

representing eastward EEJ current flow, as well as reduced current at ±5∘ QD latitude, indicating effects of

F region winds [Fambitakoye et al., 1976]. Both methods predict a peak EEJ strength of about 100 A/km for

this orbit.

In order to investigate the quality of the computed currents from both methods, we compared the predic-

tion of J� on the magnetic equator with observations from two ground observatories in West Africa. One

of the observatories, Samogossoni (SAM, 0.18∘N dip latitude, 11.60∘N, 5.77∘W, 351 m), is located under the

dip equator and is able to track variations due to the equatorial electrojet current. The other, Mbour (MBO,

3.23∘ dip latitude, 14.39∘N, 16.96∘W, 7 m), is part of the INTERMAGNET network. MBO is farther from the dip

equator and is less affected by the EEJ currents. Taking the difference SAM-MBO in the horizontal field com-

ponent, denotedΔH, filters out much of the Sq variation leaving the EEJ signal intact [Rastogi and Klobuchar,

1990; Anderson et al., 2004]. We used all observatory measurements from November 2013 to February 2015.

To define a simultaneousmeasurement event, we require that the satellite cross themagnetic equator within

5 min of a SAM measurement and within a 10∘ longitude window centered at SAM’s location. We consider

only data collected between 06 and 18 local time, due to the weak EEJ signal during nighttime. The results

are shown in Figure 7. For both methods, we find correlations of about 90% between the peak EEJ current

and ΔH observations for all satellites. Table 1 displays the correlation values from each satellite fit. The table

indicates that the PCA and 1-D SECS approaches work equally well in estimating the peak EEJ current for the

single satellite case.

3.2. Multisatellite

The 2-D SECS and PCA methods are both well suited for analyzing measurements from multiple observa-

tion platforms, such as the three satellite Swarm constellation and/or ground observatory networks. In this

section we will discuss results from fitting the 2-D SECS and PCA models to data from two or more Swarm

satellites. First, we consider two constellation events when all three Swarm satellites crossed the magnetic

equator within 5 min of each other. For these events, we list the date, longitude, local time, and UTC time of

themagnetic equator crossing for each satellite in Table 2. Both events occurred during daytime, when Sq and

EEJ currents are the dominant sources in the magnetic observations at low and middle latitudes. We fit the

2-D SECS and PCA models using data from all three satellites for these two events in order to investigate the

Table 1. Table of Correlations Between SAM-MBOΔHMeasurements and

Satellite-Derived J� on the Magnetic Equatora

Satellite N 1-D SECS PCA

Swarm A 127 0.90 0.90

Swarm B 122 0.90 0.90

Swarm C 127 0.87 0.90

aThe column labeled N contains the number of events used to calcu-

late the correlation.
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Table 2. Events Occurring on 18 January 2015 and 18 March 2016 When All Three Swarm

Satellites Crossed the Magnetic Equator Within 5 min of Each Othera

Date Satellite Longitude Local Time UTC Time

18 January 2015 Swarm A 46.0∘ W 12:49:44 15:53:49

Swarm C 44.6∘ W 12:55:21 15:53:41

Swarm B 26.4∘ W 14:12:36 15:58:07

18 March 2016 Swarm A 10.5∘ W 10:39:25 11:21:37

Swarm C 9.1∘ W 10:45:03 11:21:33

Swarm B 36.1∘ E 13:50:37 11:26:24

aThe table lists the longitude, local time, andUTC timewhen each satellite crossed the

magnetic equator.

large-scale Sq and EEJ current structure. For the 2-D SECS approach, we define a uniform grid of poles span-

ning 60∘S to 60∘N in latitudewith a spacing of 2∘. In the zonal direction, we define a grid from the longitude of

the SwarmA crossing to the SwarmB crossingwith a buffer of 2∘ on each side to avoid edge effects. For the 18

January 2015 event, the range was 48∘W to 24.4∘W and for the 18 March 2016 event it was 12.5∘W to 38.1∘E.

In both cases we use a longitude grid spacing of 3∘. For the 18 January 2015 event, this configuration corre-

sponds to 8 grid points in longitude and 61 grid points in latitude, for a total of 488 poles. For the 18 March

2016 event, we have 17 poles in longitude and 61 poles in latitude, for a total of 1037 poles. For this study, we

fit only the divergence-free 2-D elementary systems, since we are mainly interested in the toroidal E region

currents, and so the number of poles is equal to the number of model parameters for the 2-D SECS model.

For the PCA approach, we use 10 modes for both fits, and so have 10 parameters in the PCA model. Figure 8

shows the results for fitting the 18 January 2015 event, when the longitude separation between SwarmA and

Bwas about 19.6∘. Figure 8a shows the vectormagnetic fieldmeasurements from each Swarm satellite in red,

along with the fit from the PCAmodel in green, and the 2-D SECSmodel in blue. Figure 8b shows the equiva-

lent current system from the 2-D SECSmodel (left) and PCAmodel (right). For the 2-D SECSmodel, due to the

large number ofmodel parameters and limited satellite data, we had to impose heavier regularization to con-

strain the solution. This can be seen in Figure 8a where the SECS fit does not capture the sharp EEJ features

at low latitudes in the Bx and Bz components due to the damping. In both equivalent current maps, we see

current vortices which exhibit counterclockwise flow in the Northern Hemisphere and clockwise flow in the

Southern Hemisphere. This is what we expect from a nominal daytime Sq system. However, in this particular

event the Swarm constellation is flying in the South American sector, where themagnetic equator dips south.

Each of the PCA basis functions have this geometry built in, and so the PCA solution nicely reproduces that

feature in the current map. The 2-D SECS model has no information about the geomagnetic geometry and

so cannot reproduce these low-latitude features based on the limited data available from the three satellites.

Also, due to the heavier regularization required, the low-latitude 2-D SECS current contours are spaced far-

ther apart, unable to capture the localized EEJ current flow. Figure 9 shows the results from fitting the second

event on 18March 2016 in the same format as Figure 8. For this event, the longitude spacing between Swarm

A and B is about 46.6∘, requiring more SECS poles to cover the larger data region and therefore more model

parameters. Because of this, we imposed even more regularization to constrain the current solution. This can

be seen in Figure 9a where the SECS fit not modeling well the low-latitude EEJ features. The equivalent cur-

rent maps from both models again show the Northern and Southern Hemisphere vortices, but the PCA map

shows more realistic enhanced current flow in the EEJ region.

Ultimately, when developing a newmethod of modeling ionospheric current sources, we would like to know

howwell it can predictmagnetic fields in areas not used in themodel fitting. To investigate this, we fit both the

2-D SECS and PCAmodels to the Swarm lower pair (A and C) and used the resultingmodel to predict the field

at Swarm B’s location. Since the orbital plane of Swarm B is slowly drifting away from A and C, this enables us

to visualize the quality of themodel predictions as a function of longitudinal separation. For this comparison,

weused all Swarmdata from thebeginningof themissionuntil the endof 2016 and searched for eventswhere

all three satellites were in local times between 06 and 18 and crossed the magnetic equator within 5 min of

each other. When such an event was found, we fitmodels to the SwarmA/C data only and then calculated the
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Figure 8. Magnetic field fits and corresponding current flow estimated from Swarm constellation event on 18 January

2015. (a) Vector magnetic field data recorded by each Swarm satellite (red), fit from PCA model (green) and fit from 2-D

SECS model (blue). (b) Equivalent current flow at 110 km altitude from 2-D SECS (left) and PCA (right). Satellite tracks are

shown in light green. Curves of constant QD latitude of ±40∘ at 110 km altitude shown in dark green. Magnetic equator

at 110 km altitude is shown in orange. Contour spacing is 2 kA.

RMS difference between the Swarm B vector magnetic measurements and the model from 40∘S to 40∘N QD

latitude. For the PCA approach, we used 10 modes to fit all models. For the 2-D SECS approach, the number

of model parameters depended on the longitudinal separation of Swarm A and B. We used a constant 61 grid

points in latitude spaced 2∘ apart from 60∘S to 60∘N. For longitude, we used a fixed grid spacing of 3∘, which

led to an increasing number of grid locations (and thereforemodel parameters) as the orbital plane of Swarm

B separated farther from Swarm A. As before, the PCA fit used the optimal interpolation technique with the

model error covariance matrix, while the 2-D SECS fit used a minimum-norm Tikhonov regularization. Both

model fitting procedures used L-curve analysis to determine the regularization parameter.

The results are shown in Figure 10. For each model fit, we obtain a single RMS value for each of the vector

magnetic field components measured by Swarm B. These are shown as red dots for the 2-D SECSmodels and

blue dots for the PCAmodels. The solid lines represent themean RMS as a function of longitudinal separation

of Swarm A and B for the 2-D SECS (red) and PCA (blue) methods. For reference, the solid orange curve shows

the RMS of the Swarm Bmeasurement plotted as function ofΔ� (i.e., if we were using a zero field prediction).

The oscillations in the figure are due to the B satellite entering early morning local times (around 0700), when

the low-latitude EEJ signal becomes weak due to the transition from a westward counter-electrojet to and

eastward electrojet. This weaker signal is easier to model for both methods, resulting in lower RMS during
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Figure 9. Magnetic field fits and corresponding current flow estimated from Swarm constellation event on 18 March

2016. (a) Vector magnetic field data recorded by each Swarm satellite (red), fit from PCA model (green) and fit from 2-D

SECS model (blue). (b) Equivalent current flow at 110 km altitude from 2-D SECS (left) and PCA (right). Satellite tracks are

shown in light green. Curves of constant QD latitude of ±40∘ at 110 km altitude shown in dark green. Magnetic equator

at 110 km altitude is shown in orange. Contour spacing is 2 kA.

these periods. In the Bx component, both models produce RMS differences of less than 5 nT at small longi-

tude separations (less than 3∘). After about 5∘ separation, the 2-D SECS model performs worse than the null

solution, while the PCAmodel performs slightly better up to about 20∘ separation. For the Bz component, the

PCAmodel gives a better prediction (lower RMS) than 2-D SECS up to about 13∘ separationwhere it starts per-

forming similarly to the null prediction. The 2-D SECS model RMS crosses the null prediction curve at around

4∘ separation. For the By component, the PCA model does not perform better than the null solution at any

longitudinal separation, while the 2-D SECS model has lower RMS up to about 8∘ separation. As discussed

previously, the By component contains many poloidal ionospheric current signatures which are not modeled

by our current PCA approach, which likely explains the poor prediction in this component. Since we only fit

divergence-free 2-D SECS, this model is also not fitting the poloidal sources contributing to By , but it is pos-

sible that the better fit at smaller longitude separations is due to the larger number of model parameters in

the 2-D SECS model, which could absorb some of this signal even though it is not directly modeled with the

curl-free elementary currents. Overall, we believe that this figure shows that our PCA approach is a promising

method for predicting ionospheric field effects far away from data regions. We also note that the 2-D SECS

method is not designed to predict realistic currents far away from the data region, as it is based on purely

generic basis function expansions, so the analysis of Figure 10 is intended only to demonstrate the utility of

the PCA approach for this purpose.
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Figure 10. Vector RMS differences between Swarm B measurements and models predicted from Swarm A and C data as

a function of longitude separation between A and B orbital planes. The 2-D SECS RMS values shown as red dots with the

mean as a solid red line. PCA RMS values shown as blue dots with the mean as a solid blue line. Mean prediction using a

zero field is shown in orange.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a new approach of combining TIEGCM physics-based ionospheric electrodynamics mod-

elingwithprincipal component analysis in order to interpret ionospheric signals observedbySwarmsatellites.

We applied this method to fitting data from both single satellite and multisatellite constellation data and

found that themethodwas able to predict realistic equivalent current flow at E region altitudes, by validating

against independent data. In the single satellite case, we compared the PCA-derived and 1-D SECS-derived

current at low latitudes with ground observatory ΔH measurements and found about a 90% correlation for

both methods. For the multisatellite case, we believe that this new PCA approach offers a significant step for-

ward over other modeling methods. By fitting data from all three Swarm satellites, we found that the PCA

model could reproduce realistic equivalent current flow using as few as 10 modes. Since we calculated inde-

pendentmodes for eachuniversal timehour, ionospheric day/night differenceswere accounted for and so the

spatial separation of the satellites had no influence on the number ofmodes required tomodel the large-scale

low- andmiddle-latitude current system. The sharp EEJ features at low latitudes were well reproduced as well

as the larger-scale Sq current flow at midlatitudes. We found that these features were not easily recovered

using the 2-D SECS method, in part due to the large number of model parameters required for large spatial
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separation of the data sources but also because the SECS basis functions contain no information about the

ionospheric source geometries which are strongly aligned with the geomagnetic field. These geometries are

naturally built in to the PCA basis functions due to the TIEGCMmodeling. By fitting PCAmodels to the Swarm

lower pair (A andC) and then using themodel to predict the field at SwarmB,we found that the PCA approach

can provide meaningful information about the ionospheric current system far away from the data region.

Thepresent studywasbasedon a TIEGCM run in 2009under solarminimumconditions and also analyzedonly

equivalent current flow on a thin shell in the E region. Therefore, the resulting principal component modes

are suitable only for quiet time studies of E region currents like Sq, EEJ, and PEJ. Future advancements of this

work will include analysis of model runs during more active periods, including storm conditions, and make

use of the full 3-D current output of TIEGCM in order to study poloidal current systems in the ionosphere, such

as pressure-gradient currents, FAC, IHFAC, and EEJ meridional currents.
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